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In her retrospective at MoMA PS1, Cathy Wilkes employs avant-garde approaches of 

her predecessors - the Duchampian found objects, the symbols or references that are 

anti-aesthetic mixed with time based elements that belong to Postmodernism. Yet she made 

these formal decisions with much reversed intent: she cherishes objecthood, she expresses 

instead of demonstrating, she compels the affect and repels interpretation. Her work isn’t an 

attempt to overcome or satire toward the contemporary which has been constantly fluctuating 

between subject-object priority.  Nor that her objects engage in the same conversation, or even 

imply such otherness. Instead they act comfortable within their private quietness,  and they 

demand to be felt rightfully so, by their intrinsic vulnerability.  

Upon entering the main gallery, on the left, one meets with a display of three figures that 

seemingly engage in one activity or belong to each others like a family. The pink figure on the 

right leans down wiping face of a baby. The figure behind them, stands in front of a small 

stained sink, with shreds of fabric dangle from the wrists to the ground as if to be caught 

pensive in the middle of washing. The bodies ostensibly reveal hollowness, hasty joints from 

arms to hands, arms to bodies. Frayed weary fabrics are patched all over, making up parts and 

whole of their bodies;  some replace facial details. Their togetherness acts moving, emotive by 

their individual vulnerability. Each of them are made to fall apart yet they are there in utmost 

care for one another.  

 



 
 

The fragmented construction of figures recurs in Cathy’s resin work in the next gallery. 

The figures maintain significantly short-height and anorexic frames, with their limited facial 

features that blurs expression and anonymize identity. They are composed of frayed fabrics of 

mono-tone, washed pastel colors, that have been hung loosely on their semi-translucent bodies. 

Her figures appear strikingly fragile with lack of weight, and disproportional, as if they barely 

hold themselves in space. Surprisingly, they do, but not without disturbing moment when their 

legs poke out like sticks and their emaciation is vivid through the penumbra casting on fabric. 

Here, Wilkes’ use of mixed materials for an affect is strangely precise despite the casual 

demeanor of her work. The faded clothes doesn’t just cover up the figures. Instead they become 

body parts while the anorexic frame underneath them seems translucent, surreal, hence their 

fragility to the point of painfulness. 

 

However one can hardly say that figurative work alone brings Wilkes’ success. The true 

mastery of her work lies in arrangement of objects of mixed mediums - found and made from 

wall to floor, low to high, close to far, cornering or floating. From one gallery to another, figures 

are always set in juxtaposition with scatter of domestic and childhood objects. China ceramics 

and bins are stacked against walls in corners; some still contain molds and food residues. Used, 

dirty drag lays flat on the ground with branches and unfinished drawings. A small resin cased 

pony floats in the middle of the room, to backdrop a small child standing in isolation. Comic 

books, bottles, and stools scatters. On the wall, paintings are hung at child height. The paint 

mark-making suggests residues, and stains as if they casually happened on domestic fabric, 

then to be stretched and pinned onto the wall. The spatial language not only is compositionally 

dynamic but also renders objects seamless, experientials – a  full use of Post-modernist 

rejection of artistic medium, and taken separated criteria of paintings, drawing, sculptures apart 

 



 
 

and put them together in a manner that is borderless, rendering objects together, as parts to 

whole.  

 

 

Thoughtful as she was in composition, Wilkes does not force each object to be more 

than what they are. Instead she empathetically endorses their everydayness. She 

acknowledges them for their dirtiness, their horror, their unfinished, discarded, sadness. In her 

world, they are themselves, and they force viewers, even the most highbrow, to accept their 

nakedness she has decidedly treasured. Hence in the retrospective, chosen objects are 

permitted to live up to their imaginative boundaries, where their past life acts as present. 

Viewers are to experience their genuinity while forming their own narration from their residues, 

brokenness where one is forced to meet with the unspoken of the domestic which is a mixture of 

terror under the face of calmness, and the melancholia accompanied by strange solace. 

Perhaps there is a poetic rhythm to this assortment of mixed figurative and objects, 

found and made as much as there is content. Perhaps it is this very rhythm that strikes the right 

 



 
 

chords, prompting the unfamiliar and yet capable of revoking the most unexpectedly honest 

reaction. In the world of transaction, cooperate art institution and culture industry it is rare to 

come across a body of work whose essence lies in an very act of letting go. Wilkes’ objects 

repel the contrived or didactic. Her retrospective are set to repel expectations of conceptual arts 

that has been institutionalized toward criticism more than affect, coldness than heart-felt. Much 

like Jason Farago’s comment on the New York Times, Wilkes resistes our anti-human system 

by barring object and matter to each other and to themselves. Cathy Wilkes remarked “The 

objects are parts of each others’ suffering” which is about relationship between objects as much 

as our relationship to the art in the face of contemporary.  

 

- Anh Thuy Nguyen 

 

 


